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in 1892, Dmitri 
Ivanovsky described a 
non-bacterial pathogen 
infecting tobacco 
plants

Viruses Discovery



Viruses



is an infectious agent made up of nucleic acid (DNA or RNA)
wrapped in a protein coat called a capsid
non-cellular
after the Latin word “poison”

vs

Virus
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have either DNA or RNA but NOT both
organism that depends entirely upon
another living organism (a host) for its
existence in such a way that it harms
that organism

Viruses
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is the study of 
viruses
a sub-speciality
of microbiology
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Viruses Morphology



much smaller than bacteria (<0.3 µ)

“Filterable agents” – can pass 

through filters that can hold back 

bacteria

vary widely in size: 

Largest – poxvirus (300 nm)

Smallest – parvovirus (20 nm)

Virion – extracellular infectious virus 

particle 

Viruses Sizes
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Viruses Shapes
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Viruses Shapes
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Viruses Structure
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Virus Structure



Capsid
protein coat or outer shell surrounding the nucleic acid core 

protects nucleic acid (DNA/RNA) from inactivation

helps to introduce viral genome into host cell
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Enveloped Helical Virus
are membranous coverings 
derived from the membrane 
of the host cell
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Protomer & Capsomers
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Certain viruses can only attack certain cell types. 
They are said to be specific.

It’s like the pieces of a puzzle. The 
ends have to match up so only certain 

pieces fit.

Surface Markers

Receptor Sites

Example: The rabies virus only attacks brain or nervous cells.

Viru
s

Cell



Genetic Material

are viruses living?
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Virus Genetics
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this is the direction to make more virus

DNA, RNA, single or double-stranded

Types of viruses: DNA virus or RNA virus



Vectors        
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transmitters of genetic information 
through the plasmids from one 
bacteria to another

Retrovirus - RNA virus that infects 
host cells by reverse-transcribing 
DNA from RNA

HIV (human immunodeficiency virus): 
disguises itself by changing the 
surface markers when the immune 
system starts targeting it

HIV-infected 
white
blood cell
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Transmission of Viral Disease        

Viruses are pathogenic
cannot reproduce unless they attack another cell

Viruses are carcinogenic
once in the cell they can have a tendency to cause irreparable 
genetic damage that can lead to cancer

Cervical cancer

Hepatitis B & C

Liver cancer

T Lymphotropic

Leukemia
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Transmission of Viral Disease        
Possible ways to become 
infected:

bites (animals,insects)

physical contact

body fluid (blood,saliva)

mother to child 

contact in the air 
(respiratory)

sexual contact 

fecal/oral

environmental exposure
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Viral Replication    
Viruses must have a living host cell to reproduce

Bacteriophages – viruses that infect bacteria

Head – capsid and DNA

Tail – with fibers to attach to bacteria

T group

Most commonly studied are T group – T1, T2, T3, T4 etc...

T4 has a DNA core within a protein coat, and tail with tail 
fibers to attach to bacteria.

E. coli bacteria
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Viral Replication    
Viruses must have a living host 
cell to reproduce

Bacteriophages – viruses that 
infect bacteria

Herpes Simplex1 - infects lip cells

Virus insert their genetic 
information inside the host cell 
and use the host cell to make 
more virus particles.

This process is broken down into 
2 pathways.

Lytic 

Lysogenic Pathways of Viral 
Infections



Lytic Infection



Figure 19.6

New phage DNA and proteins

are synthesized and assembled

into phages.

The cell lyses, releasing phages.

Phage

Phage

DNA
The phage

injects its DNA.

Bacterial

chromosome

Lytic cycle

lytic cycle

is induced
or

Phage DNA

circularizes.

Certain factors

determine whether

lysogenic cycle

is entered

Lysogenic cycle

Prophage

Daughter cell

with prophage

Occasionally, a prophage

exits the bacterial chromosome,

initiating a lytic cycle.

Cell divisions

produce a

population of

bacteria infected

with the prophage.

The bacterium reproduces,

copying the prophage and

transmitting it to daughter

cells.

Phage DNA integrates into

the bacterial chromosome,

becoming a prophage.

Lysogenic Infection


